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PROPERTIES OF READINGS OF PERIODICALLY
CORRELATED RANDOM PROCESSES

Dragan, Ya.P.

L'vov
Submitted 6 Jul 71

Periodically correlated random processes, which serve as models
for natural rhythmic phenomena (2], are a generalization of amplitude
modulation. It is noted in work [4] that the operation of modulation
is not invariant, since the phase of the carrier introduces a specific
time structure, but it is invariant in the case of carries which are
multiples of the period of the carriers. Therefore there is interest
in the investigation of the properties of readings of a periodically
correlated random process (PKSP) in points which are multiples of the
period of the correlated state.

Theorem 1. Readings of PKSP over a period form a sequence which
is stationary in a wide sense.

, Actua]y.. if the function of covariation [3] b(t, u)=r(t+u, t)
= E g (t+u) (t) is introduced, where (t)= 1 (t)-my(t) - centered
process, then the coefficient of correlation of readings with the
initial phase torkl=E (t 0 +kT) F(to+IT)=b(to+kT, (l-k)T). On the basis
of the property of the covariation function of PKSP

b (t + T. u) - b (I. u) (1)

we obtain rkl=b(to, (l-k)T)=Rl-k, i.e., the coefficient of correlation
of readings depends only on the difference of their indexes (in the
case of fixed T and to). Since as a result of the periodic nature of
mathematical expectation of PKSP the mathematical expectation of the
readings mk=E Y (t 0 +kT)=m (to+kT)=mr(to) is constant for all k, then the
theorem can be considered proven.
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Theorem 2. The statistics

H-I

i4(t~)~.(2)

are an asymptotically consistent unbiased estimate of the mathematical
expectation of PKSP at the moment to.

The unbiasedness is evident from the equation

N-I

and the consistency follows from the fact that 4.4 is an
asymptotically consistent estimate of an ergodic stationary sequence(14 ).

Definition 1. A stationary random sequence which is ergodic
relative to mathematical expectation we will give the name I-ergodic.

Definition 2. Stationary random sequences ({h} and {1k}, the
estimates of the mathematical expectation of which are asymptotically

correlted, e., im EmAý m-Vcorltd i, n., I 0 , we will call I-ergodically bound.

Definition 3. The vector stationary process possesses the
property El if its components are I-ergodic and I-ergodically bound.

Theorem 3. For ergodicity of the reading sequence of PKSP it is
necessary and sufficient that the vector process of its stationary
components possess the property El.

For proof we will calculate the dispersion of the estimate of
mathematical expectation of the reading sequence

D' (td= EI (td- ir.( V

which with a calculation of the periodicity of mathematical expectation
can be written as

-'-- N'-I N--I ,v--I
I I
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The last equality is written on the basis of correlation (1). Taking

into account the readily checked identity

N-1 N-i N-i S N-IE E a,-, -E E a,-• -i0 (3)
t.., -0 .A ,-.-(N-

dispersion we present in the form

A~m--N4-1

On the other hand [3],

b (t. u)=s UA_ (u) eJA,

where A.=- , T -period of the correlated state of the process,
T

rjl(u) - mutual covariation of the j- and l-th stationary components.

From here, considering that eC 2I , we obtain

b (t,),- V (k7).

Substituting the resulting expression into correlation (4) and changing

the order of summation of the convergent series, we find

M--

Al.

Since the dispersion of the estimate k-0 of the reading
sequence of a stationary process has the following form [1]:

3 --N
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and the necessary and sufficient conditions of I-ergodic connectedness

of random sequences is the Cesaro summability of their mutual

covariation

N--!

11MI

which is proven easily by application of the identity (3) to the

correlation

N--I --I

tijl Vill T ý. j1I1Tj

then from expression (5) follows directly the validity of the theorem.

Corollary 1. If the covariations and mutual covariations of
reading sequences of PKSP components satisfy the Slutsky condition

Sr(kT)-.0 , then its reading sequence will be I-ergodic.
k-4

Theorem 4. The reading sequences with different initial phases
form a two-dimensional stationary sequence.

'ili, funct.iori of mutual ('ov , iat ion of sequences with phases to and
tl=t0 + ' will be

r., _yt,+kT, tO+T+/7)=bt(t. -t+(!--k)7),

i.e., in the case of a fixed shift 'r depends only on the difference of
the indexes l-k. Then from theorem 1 follows the validity of the
assertion. Using these results, it is easy to show that the
corollaries are valid.

Corollary 2. The statistic

N--t0

b,(0to, E E 2(14 k T)(t+% +±kT) (6)

is the consistent unbiased estimate of the function of covariation in
points to and r.
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Corollary 3. The highest harmonic of function mj(-) is the M-th,
and for an estimate with a sufficient reliability of the value of the

mathematical expectation in point to according to statistic (2) N

values are necessary, then the estimate Mlt.). I E([0, T1, is found based

N(2M+il) values of readings + +k weet-iniaphs
of the readings. w

This assertion is proven by using the Cauchy theorem of readings

(5] for a periodic function x(-):

V / IfT sin (2M + 1) 2, % f- +

%V ') flf kj- 0 (2,W + 1) sin -f ( -- 2

from which it follows that such a function is determined uniquely by

its own 2M+l values x ( ,WE k6-.2.

Corollary 4,__ If under analogous conditions the spectrum of
function b(t 0 i) is limited by the frequency A , then for determining

the estimate •b(tO. ) with a change in the parameter 1C on the segment
(0, L) it is necessary to have approximately 2NL(2M+I) readings

I(t + -tT-j+ -~+ kT)., j0, 2M1.in=O0. E (2AL),
where E(-) - whole part of the number. The proof of this assertion is
analogous to the proof of corollary 3.
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